
June 17, 2019 

Dear Participant,  

 

Subsequent to roll-out of the changes in CDS system after implementation of the new Customer 

Relationship Form (CRF) effective from June 17, 2019, we would also like to apprise you of the following 

system level changes in Account Setup functionality in CDS made live along with the “Know Your 

Customer (KYC) Regime”. 

 

In this regard, one of the changes incorporated is to streamline insertion of Nationality field in CDS which 

is currently a free text field. In order to ensure accuracy of input of Nationality in the Registration Details 

of Sub-Accounts (at the time of updation of existing Sub-Accounts), CDC has replaced manual input of 

Nationality with a drop-down mechanism wherein, the value of Nationality is required to be selected from 

the provided options.  

 

Moreover, for all the existing accounts where the Residential Status is Resident and Non-Resident 

Pakistani, the Nationality would be automatically updated with Pakistan. However, for other than the 

Resident and Non-Resident Pakistani statuses, the current values have not been changed. Hence, the system 

would ask to update the Nationality field at the time of any updation in such accounts.  

 

Further, we have added another field titled “Contact Reference” in the Account Details tab of Individual 

Accounts whereby a drop-down list is available for selection of the contact person for respective Sub-

Account from any of the following applicable options: 

 

 

    · Principal  

    · Attorney  

    · Joint Holder 1  

    · Joint Holder 2  

    · Joint Holder 3  

 

In existing Individual (Single) accounts where there is no Attorney available, system will automatically 

update the Contact Reference to “Principal”. However, for all existing Individual accounts (Single and 

Joint) with other than the above mentioned condition, the system would ask to update the Contact Reference 

field at the time of any updation in such accounts. 

 

For new Sub-Accounts opened under the CKO Regime, the field of Nationality will be automatically 

populated upon fetching of details from CKO system(s) whereas, Contact Reference and Name will be 

populated upon selection of Contact Person in the “Account Mapping” tab. 
 

The options for selection of Zakat Status have also been reduced from four to three as illustrated in the table 

below. It is pertinent to note that selection of Zakat Status in the Account Details is dependent on the Zakat 

Status of the Main Applicant. Following auto updations have been made in the Account Details of existing 

Sub-Accounts in light of new CRF:  
 

Existing Auto Changes in Existing Accounts after CKO Regime 

Muslim Zakat Payable Muslim Zakat Deductible  

Muslim Zakat Non-Payable Muslim Zakat Non-Deductible  

Non-Muslim 
Not Applicable  

Not Applicable 



In addition to the above mentioned changes, we would like to apprise you that the Sahulat Account Opening 

Functionality has been also been made live effective from June 17, 2019 wherein a check box has been 

provided within the Account mapping screen within CDS providing you the option to open the Sahulat 

Account. 

 

We believe that the above mentioned changes would help bring uniformity & transparency in the existing 

accounts of CDS. It would also provide ease and consistency in future account opening process as well. 

You are hereby advised to take prompt and positive action in respect of aligning and streamlining the data 

of existing accounts in light of above mentioned features.  

 

Should you have any queries or concerns, please feel free to call our Customer Support Services at 0800-

CDCPL (23275). 

 

Regards, 

 

Abdul Basit Kothari 

Senior Manager- Operations & Customer Support Services 


